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Abstract: Laughter, being a significant part of interaction, has been found to have important functions. Goffman (1967) and Brown & Levinson (1987)’s theories in relation with politeness are one of the major approaches to interaction that inter-relate with the function of laughter in discourse. This study aims to examine how laughter is used to achieve politeness according to Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987) and Goffman’s concept of face (Goffman, 1972). For the purpose of this study, 26 laughter tokens out of 729 from the publishable files in Spoken Turkish Corpus (STC) are examined. EXAKT 1.2 is used to examine and retrieve tokens of laughter. The study shows that laughter is used by speakers for maintaining and saving positive and negative face. Laughter is not only used for maintaining one’s own face but also employed for saving the face of others.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Humor, being one of the major topics studied in the literature on conversational interaction, has been examined within the scope of psychology (Martin, 2007), sociology (Kipers, 2006), and linguistics (Attardo, 1994). One of the functions of humor in interaction is mitigating conflict (Norrick & Spitz, 2008). By investigating conflict talk, the study found that humor is used as a means for decreasing conflict in interactions. Laughter, considered as a response to humor (Bergson, 1900), is another notion that has been studied. Bergson (1900) argues that laughter has a social significance. However, Provine (2000) argues that because laughter mostly “is not a response to jokes or other formal attempts at humor forces a reevaluation of what laughter signals” (p. 42). Attardo (1994), too, implies that it would be wrong to determine a direct link between humor and laugh. Identifying one of the functions of laughter in interaction as intimacy builder, Jefferson, Sacks & Schegloff (1987) argue that laughter is
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2 This article is an extended version of the paper presented at the 16th International Conference on Turkish Linguistics in Ankara, September 18-20, 2012.
produced with intention and therefore cannot be regarded as non-speech sounds. Jefferson (1985) also mentions laughter functioning as turn taking device. Laughter can indicate the end of a turn in a conversation. Holt (2010) argues that because there is no direct causal relationship between humor and laughter, it is more fruitful to identify the actions of people while they are laughing.

Holt (2010: 1520) also suggests that laughter is used to “terminate the sequence”. Another study examining laughter points out that laughter is used to repair breakdowns in conversation and for this reason it is encountered in situations which may potentially cause embarrassment and anxiety (Glenn, 2003). Goffman (1981), too, points out the same idea of repairing during conversation. Another function of laughter is discussed by Jefferson (1984). He suggests that “a troublesteller can, and perhaps should, laugh in the course of a troubles-telling, and thus exhibit that he or she is in a position to take it lightly” (Jefferson, 1984: 367). One of the significant features of this particular study is that the hearers did not join in the laughter straightaway; however, they often refused to laugh, and instead spoke seriously about the former utterance and the causes of the problem.

Partington’s (2006) work is among those that place special emphasis on laughter by examining the topic from several linguistically relevant points one of which is face-work and laughter. Partington, (2006) suggests that laughter is not a mere response to humor but functions as a face controlling element in the conversation. Parallel to Partington (2006), Priego-Valverde (2009) also identifies one of the functions of humor and laughter as “management of face”. Furthermore, Bauer (2010) combines laughter and politeness and suggests that insulting, lying, irony and interruption cause laughter.

Considering the issues raised by the studies on laughter, this study aims to investigate laughter and politeness in Turkish. The study examines the laughter examples from Spoken Turkish Corpus (Ruhi, et al. 2010) and discusses the function of laughter through face
(Goffman, 1967) and politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987) concepts.

2. FACE AND POLITENESS THEORY

2.1. FACE
Erving Goffman (1967) defines the notion of face in his book *Interaction Ritual* by considering face-to-face interaction. Goffman defines face as “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Goffman, 1967: 5). Furthermore, Goffman suggests that “face” is an image that is exposed to others for approval. Since face constructs an important part of social interactions, people try to protect their face during face-to-face interaction. Goffman argues that people attach some feelings to their faces and therefore they feel “good” or “bad” according to their expectations. Should a person want to maintain her or his social position during the interaction, she or he should maintain face.

Goffman defines two points of view in regard to face: “a defensive orientation toward saving his own face and a protective orientation toward saving the others’ face” (Goffman, 1967: 14). This view briefly defines politeness as maintaining all the faces during interaction. He also suggests that maintaining faces is not to be underestimated. During face-to-face interaction, a person’s face may be attacked by another speaker. In this case “being in wrong face” or “being out of face” (p. 8) occurs. Goffman argues that in these situations person feels “expressively out of touch with the situation” (ibid.) and that causes the person to feel ashamed and bad because her or his face is threatened.

2.2. POLITENESS
Penelope Brown and Stephen Levinson took on Goffman’s theory of face and constructed Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987). The authors’ define face as “something that is emotionally invested,
and that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in interaction” (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 62). Face is conceptualized in two respects: Positive face and negative face. Positive face is characterized by the desire to be liked, admired; while negative face desires not to be imposed upon. In other words, positive face can be regarded as self-esteem and negative face can be viewed as one’s freedom to act. These two categories of face are present in any social interaction. Brown and Levinson (1987) argue that there should be a cooperation between the participants in order to maintain each other’s faces, as Goffman (1967) also suggested.

Based on the sensitivity of face, Brown and Levinson (1987) propose the notion of face-threatening acts (FTAs). By acting in opposition to the desires of the person, FTAs can damage the face of the speaker or the hearer depending on the interaction. FTAs are also categorized into two by the type of face they act against. Positive face threatening acts occur when the speaker or the hearer creates a controversy with the interlocutor’s feelings or wants of approval. This type of FTAs can be exemplified as showing disapproval or disrespect, belittling or boasting, interrupting, self-humiliation and acceptance of a compliment. On the other hand, Negative face-threatening acts occur when the interlocutor’s freedom to act is blocked. Some speech acts are defined as negative FTAs, such as requests, offers, expressing thanks, excuses, suggestions, and warnings.

Based on these FTAs, Brown and Levinson (1987) also identified a number of politeness strategies: bald on-record, positive politeness, negative politeness, and off-record. Bald on-record strategies do not attempt to minimize the threat to the hearer’s face. This strategy can be observed in times of emergency when the politeness is dropped during verbal cries for attention, for example Help! Positive politeness is a strategy for minimizing the threat for the hearer’s positive face by claiming common ground or avoiding conflict. They are utilized to make the hearer feel good about her or himself. Negative politeness strategies are employed towards the hearer’s negative face. These
strategies attempt to avoid imposition on the hearer. Lastly, off-record strategies can be defined as indirectness. So as not to impose anything on the hearer, the speaker chooses an indirect way.

According to Brown and Levinson (1987), the choice of strategy depends upon three factors: social distance (D), relative power (P), and ranking of impositions (R). Greater social distance between the participants requires more politeness. Also as the relative power gap increases, the degree of politeness increases. The heavier imposition on the hearer calls for more politeness.

These theories about preserving one’s face during a conversation provide valuable hints for laughter used in conversations. These theories can indicate that laughter is not a mere response to humor but can also be used to save and protect one’s or the other’s face.

3. METHODOLOGY
The paper focuses on laughter in Turkish and how it is used for politeness purposes. Since the literature on politeness focuses on face-to-face interaction, a corpus-based qualitative analysis has been carried out. As data, the Spoken Turkish Corpus publishable version (Ruhi, Eryılmaz & Acar, 2012; STC hereafter) has been examined via EXAKT 1.2. This version of the corpus has 10.1 hours of spoken data corresponding to 71 transcriptions. Domains of interaction are conversational (workplace, family, friends); service encounters; broadcasts (news, entertainment); brief encounters and educational (see Ruhi, this volume for further information). Laughter is annotated in STC as “short laugh”, “laughter”, and “laughs”. For the search procedure, “laugh” was used as a key word. As it can be seen in Table 1, the search provided 729 tokens. In order to limit the tokens, a domain limitation (conversations excluding broadcasts, education,

3 Permission to use the publishable version of STC has been granted by Prof. Dr. Şükriye Ruhi. The author has also contributed recordings and transcriptions to STC.
service encounters) has been utilized. After the domain limitation, 535 tokens remained. Upon examining these tokens, 26 of them were chosen to be representative examples to be examined in the study. While choosing these examples, the context sufficiency of laughter to be examined was the main criteria. That is to say the context in which the laughter appears is to be meaningful and complete, not cut-off or left unfinished. It should be noted that this study does not present a quantitative analysis of laughter in STC but illustrates its functions in terms of politeness theory.

Table 1. Number of laughter tokens examined in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Number of Tokens of laughter in STC</th>
<th>Total Number of laughter Tokens in STC</th>
<th>Total Number of Tokens Examined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54094</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study has its limitations as well. As the literature suggests, politeness strategies are employed unconsciously most of the time (Bauer, 2010). There may be some other underlying causes for the laughter used during interaction. As outlined above, Brown and Levinson (1987) suggested some criteria (bald-on record, positive and negative politeness, off-record) for choice of politeness strategy. Within the scope of this study these criteria are not evaluated.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

After the data elimination process the study examined 15 audio-recordings out of 71. The number of excerpts analyzed is 14 which include the 26 laugh tokens examined. The function of laughter in relation to politeness is examined under two titles, namely, positive and negative politeness.

4.1. MANAGING THREATS TO POSITIVE FACE THROUGH LAUGHTER

As stated in Section 2.2, this type of strategy is used to mitigate or
manage threats towards one’s positive face. There are ten examples of positive politeness. Below, the examples are illustrated and discussed. The summary of this section can be viewed in Table 2 below.

**Table 2.** Summary of managing threats to Positive face through laughter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excerpt</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Face Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 1</td>
<td>Mispronouncing a name</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 2</td>
<td>Receiving a depreciatory look</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 3</td>
<td>Complaining about weight</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 4</td>
<td>Failing to recognize a colleague</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 5</td>
<td>Criticizing others</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 6</td>
<td>Hearing a comment about physical appearance</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 7</td>
<td>Making a criticism</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 8</td>
<td>Making a comment</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 9</td>
<td>Hearing an utterance about physical appearance</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 10</td>
<td>Stating disagreement</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Excerpt 1 STC – 052 090819 00016**

This conversation takes place between NEC and ESM, who are friends. They are talking about movies.
The excerpt above exemplifies the use of laugh for saving one’s face. NEC and ESM are talking about movies and they try to remember the name of a specific director (Almodovar). Afterwards, NEC feels threatened because he cannot say the name of the director properly and in order to save his face he laughs (line 24).

**Excerpt 2 STC – 061_090622_00020**

In this excerpt, ZEY is ISA’s mother and ISA is ZEY’s son. ISA is arguing with ZEY about not being open to share troubles and concerns.
This excerpt is also an example of managing one’s own positive face as Excerpt 1. ZEY talks about her feelings about the sharing the troubles and concerns, saying that one should be open to sharing; and ISA disagrees with her, saying that he does not want to share his problems because he thinks that sharing does not lead him anywhere. It is understood from ISA’s utterance that ZEY gives what is probably a depreciatory look at ISA, and he replies to this look by laughing. ISA tries to save his positive face threatened by ZEY’s look, utilizing laugh (line 162).

Excerpt 3 STC 112_090217_00001_

In this excerpt TUG and FAT are talking about weight. TUG uses a bathroom scale to see how much she weighs. Afterwards, she starts complaining that she is heavier than her mother, which she highlights twice.
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TUG000026 [v]    ((0.3)) bakışım kaç kilo
TUG000026 [c]    ((softly))
[laughing] (imitating the sound of something)

TUG000026 [v]    olmuşum?
TUG000026 [c]    (loud noise)
FAT000027 [v]    ((1.1)) kaç kilo olmuşsun? ((0.2))
FAT000027 [c]    olmuşun

TUG000026 [v]    çok ((0.2)) burda normal gösteriyor!
FAT000027 [v]    zayıflamışsun sen.
FAT000027 [c]    zayıflaman

TUG000026 [v]    (sniffs) ((0.3)) annemin ordaelli
FAT000027 [v]    ((0.3)) ee? _nerde farkettiin de?

TUG000026 [v]    sekiz gösteriyor.
FAT000027 [v]    ((1.0)) dedim
FAT000027 [c]    (softly)
[laughing] (ER's voice in the

TUG000026 [v]    anneme o yalancı diye, ((inhales)) ama anneni elli yedi
TUG000026 [c]    (louder)
[background]

TUG000026 [v]    gösteriyor. ben annemden kiloluyum yandi.
TUG000026 [c]    (change in tone of voice)

TUG000026 [v]    ((0.1)) (short laugh))
FAT000027 [v]    ((0.1)) annen nereye elli yedi kilo olarak? ((0.2))

TUG000026 [v]    ((0.6)) ne bileyim.
TUG000026 [c]    (humorous tone)
FAT000027 [v]    sanı kilo mı almış da?
FAT000027 [c]    ((0.4)) anneni de

TUG000026 [v]    ((1.5)) ama sonuç olarak ben ondan daha
TUG000026 [c]    (loudly)
FAT000027 [v]    çok gestermiş.
FAT000027 [v]    ee?

TUG000026 [v]    kiloluyum. (laughs)) ((0.2)) olda demek ki kilo almışm
TUG000026 [c]    (laughing)
FAT000027 [v]    ee?
At the end of each threat TUG poses to her own positive face, she laughs (line 31 – 34). Laughing after a self-face threatening act may suggest that TUG is trying to manage her own positive face. In this way, TUG softens the threat she poses to herself. Without the laughter, it is possible that TUG could have sounded serious about her utterance comparing her weight and her mother’s. This excerpt is similar to Excerpt 6 in that the trigger for laughter in both cases is about body figure and weight.

Excerpt 4 STC – 085_090930_00217

In the following excerpt, XFE and ECE are teachers at an institution. SEV is a new teacher at the same institution.
XFE puts her own positive face in danger by asking ECE and SEV if SEV is a teacher working at the institution because she implies that XFE does not recognize SEV and thus she separates herself from the group. While ECE answers her question, SEV uses laughter to save XFE’s positive face (line 31). Later on XFE explains that she mistook SEV for a student and welcomes her to the institution. In line 33 both XFE and SEV laugh to save XFE’s positive face. One can also say that XFE laughs because she wants to save SEV’s positive face which is threatened by XFE’s utterance.

Excerpt 5 STC – 075_090627_00035
In this example HUL and ESR are siblings, NEV is their mother and ZOH is NEV’s mother. ZOH offers mulberries to her daughter and grandchildren.
Since they are not enthusiastic about eating mulberries, ZOH starts criticizing her children. Therefore, ZOH puts their face and possibly ESR’s positive face in danger for not eating mulberries. To save her own face, ESR uses laughter (line 39) accompanying the comment that only ZOH likes mulberries. As a response to ESR’s effort for trying to save her face, ZOH approves the comment made by ESR (ZOH is the only one who likes eating mulberries) and laughs (line 40). ZOH’s laughter can be interpreted as giving face to ESR as well. ZOH does not want to be in debt for saving her face, hence gives a token to ESR to guarantee relational equilibrium.

Excerpt 6 STC – 072_090820_00022

The context of the interaction is as follows: All of the speakers are women and they are all relatives. RAM is the oldest one and GUL is the youngest. PER is RAM’s daughter, SER is RAM’s brother’s wife and GUL is SER’s daughter-in-law. After visiting RAM and PER, SER and GUL are leaving. The previous topic of interaction was pregnancy and giving birth.
RAM says to GUL that she has a wide figure (lines 21-22), implying that GUL can give birth easily because she has a wide figure, but she chooses a bald on-record strategy to say that. For this reason, although no offense is apparently intended, GUL asks RAM by laughing if she meant she was overweight, implying that she is offended by this utterance (see the use of 'teessüf ederim' (I deplore this) in line 23). PER tries to explain that no offense was intended and RAM also joins PER in the explanation. Although GUL said she is offended, she did it along with laughter, which can be considered a positive politeness strategy since it adds a jocular tone to her utterance. For this reason, after PER’s explanations, GUL feels that she threatened RAM’s positive face and therefore she tries to explain that she made a joke (see line 25 şaka). Without the laughter in GUL’s utterance, RAM might have felt more threatened than she is in this interaction.
Excerpt 7 STC – 024_091113_00031

This is an excerpt from a conversation among family members. ONU is HAL’s husband. They are making plans about seeing a movie.

HAL is talking about going to the movies with her husband ONU. HAL talks about seeing a movie called “Suluboya” (Eng. Watercolor). She suggests that this movie is a good movie as well and ONU says that she and her friend can see the movie together, excluding himself from the event. HAL after imitating a laugh and producing a “real” one, comments on ONU’s utterance. The imitation part somewhat strengthens the criticism that follows. However, HAL manages to soften the criticism by producing a laugh before her utterance saying that that is what she was expecting from him. This utterance threatens
ONU’s face since HAL is trying to make ONU come to the movie with them. HAL uses laughter before her utterance (line 31-32), hence the criticism or better to say the utterance is softened.

Excerpt 8 STC – 023_100304_00181
This excerpt is from the workplace domain. SEN, DID, HUM, NIL and MUS are colleagues, and MUS is the only male in the conversation.

All the other speakers except MUS are making plans for meeting and MUS asks if it is a girls only meeting (line 17-18). The others confirm this, and NIL tries to save MUS’s face by saying “aggrieved males” and laughing. Since MUS is excluded from their plans, NIL wants to manage his face by using a positive politeness strategy. Laughing plays an important role in this example, because without NIL’s laugh, the comment she made can be taken seriously. She not only saves MUS’s face but also preserves her face as well. NIL loses face because she and her friends did not include MUS in their plans and in a way by using laughter (line 19) NIL tries to preserve her face
as well.

Excerpt 9 STC – 073_091109_00128

This excerpt is from workplace domain. MUR and HAR are colleagues. MUR starts talking about his son.

This excerpt, too, is in line with giving positive face to friends. MUR is talking about his little son and that MUR is planning to have his son’s photograph taken. MUR likens his son to the characters in a bank commercial who have frizzy hair and thus he says that his son needs a haircut. HAR, in line 287, laughs to show that he shares MUR’s feelings too. By likening his son to an undesirable image, MUR puts his positive face in danger. The laugh on line 287 manages HAR’s positive face.

At the time of the recording in Turkey, people often made fun of frizzy hair with the same expression *bonus kafa* ‘head bonus, i.e. frizzy hair’.
The example below is an excerpt from a recording among friends at university, who are arguing about the content of a workshop on designing and they now reach to a dead end position.

In order to make everything clear KOR says to MEL that he does not understand why they cannot reach a consensus (line 379). Since he laughs after this serious statement, he does not seem to pose a threat to MEL's positive face.

4.2. LAUGHTER AS A STRATEGY TO NEGATIVE FACE THREAT

Negative politeness strategies are directed to hearer’s or speaker’s negative face, which is the want to act free from impositions. There are four excerpts for negative politeness in the data. The summary of this part can be viewed in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Summary of laughter as a strategy to negative face threat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excerpt</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Face Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 1</td>
<td>Hearing a complaint</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 2</td>
<td>Suggesting others to do something</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 3</td>
<td>Giving a present</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 4</td>
<td>Hearing a comment about physical appearance</td>
<td>self</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excerpt 1 STC – 012 090128 00002

This is an example from the family and friends domain. RUK is on holiday and has returned to her hometown. In this interaction she is paying a visit to her friend BUR.

BUR is reproaching RUK for not visiting her. BUR says that when she found out that RUK was back, she got angry and thought “if she is already home then why does she not come to see me” (line 45). BUR uses a bald on-record (without redressive) strategy by imposing on RUK, and therefore RUK’s negative face is threatened. RUK attempts to save her face by laughing before further explanation (line 45). RUK can save her face without laughing as well. However, by laughing she
also saves BUR’s face since laughing is used as a hedging device. RUK wants to show that she is not offended by the imposition BUR has created. In order to maintain her own negative face RUK utilizes laughter. The similar kind of situation can also be found in the following excerpt.

Excerpt 2 STC – 023_100304_00181

The interaction takes place between co-workers, and it is from the workplace domain. The speakers are making plans to visit SEN.

After making plans, the speakers decide on a date (April 14) on line 60 and HUM suggests that they all mark this date on their personal calendars. Since HUM threatens her colleagues’ negative face, she laughs at the end of her utterance on line 62 to soften this threat. This laughter can also be interpreted as HUM' responding in a jocular manner to SEN’s rather insistent tone that they make their plans accordingly for the visit. With the jocular tone HUM can be signaling that she does not take SEN’s directive as an imposition.
Excerpt 3 STC – 021_081223_00180
This example is also from workplace domain. SUK and CIL are colleagues. SUK visits CIL in her office in order to give a small present to her.

The laugh on line 6 can be interpreted as SUK’s intention to manage CIL’s negative face. Since CIL will be in debt to her, SUK laughs to indicate that her action is not an FTA. SUK says in line 7 that the gift is nothing big, which supports that the interpretation of the laugh in line 6 as an attempt to save CIL’s negative face.

Excerpt 4 STC – 112_090201_00086
This excerpt is from the family and friends domain. TUG is HAM and DER’s daughter. HAM is DER’s husband, and MER is their family friend. They are talking about TUG’s weight loss.
Lastly, this example shows how laughter can be used to save negative face. The laughter in this context is different from other weight related contexts (Excerpt 3 and 6 in part 4.1) in that the laughter here is utilized to save one’s negative face. DER says to TUG that TUG has
not taken good care of herself. MER says that she is forcing her to eat but that TUG is not eating. In order to overcome this threat to her negative face TUG laughs on line 187. Afterwards, she starts explaining why she is not eating. She says that since her friends are also on a diet, she eats the light products that her friends are eating and implies that this is probably why she looks slimmer. She uses laughter several times to save her negative face without posing a threat to others’ faces (lines 190 and 193).

5. CONCLUSION
By reviewing a spoken corpus, the study examined 15 out of 71 recordings from Spoken Turkish Corpus. The study found that laughter is used as a mitigating device for threats to face and that it thereby saves face. Laughter is used both for saving one’s own face and for managing the face of others. Although the numbers of male and female examples are not equal in the data, it is observed that laughter is used by both genders for face-work.

Further research needs to be conducted focusing on these criteria. Furthermore, laughter and face-work should be studied in languages other than English. Cross-cultural research would also be fruitful. Another research study could focus on the statistical relationship between positive face cases and negative face cases. Nevertheless, the study yields significant results from STC in regard to laughter and politeness. The study aimed to address the literature gap on the use of laughter in relation to Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987) in Turkish. As it can be deduced from the excerpts discussed above, laughter is not a mere response to humor as argued by Patington (2006). The study also supports the research conducted by Priego-Valverde (2009); laughter can function as a “face-manager” during interactions.
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